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Take time to care,
See pages 3,
4, and 7

Hi-Ho Silver, ·away!
Today you rid_
e · it
tomorrow you may eat it.
See page 6
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·ASC duplicating other jobs
by Richard Wells
staff writer
With expectations of a tighter
budget for the coming school ·
year, Gerry Hover, director of
recreation, has proposed a method where the ASC could save up
to $3,000 without becoming a
weaker organization.
"They should let the college take
care of things like off-campus
housing, civil rights, and travel
because many of these are
already being taken care of by
the college," said Hover.
Hover pointed directly to a
couple of organizations which
many people believe to be highly
important such as SERVE, STIC
and the Student Rights Commission.
"Several of these organizations
duplicate the work done by the
college or overlap with other
organizations," said Hover.
Hover pointed out that
SERVE, an organization which
provides · the opportunity for
students to work outside the
classroom for credit or as an
intern, is doing the same thing
Gerald Reed, director of cooperative education, is paid to do.

Could save
$3,000 -Hover
they must get their advice from
another organization such as the
Attorney General or the American Civil Liberties Union.
"As taxpayers, students have
access to the state Attorney
General, Slade Gorton," said
Hover. "And if that's not fast
enough, there is a legal aids
society in Ellensburg where
students can go, and it's free."
"By eliminating these three
organizations, the ASC could
save up to $2,500 a year,"
continued Hover.
Dale Widner, the student fees
accountant, came up with a little
larger figure. "With the figures
we have now, these three
organizations cost somewhere
around $3,000 a year," said
Widner.

year it's going to be about
$70,000," said Hover. "They don't
have the money to do what they
have been doing."

KXLE has
neVtt shoVtt
Radio station KXLE wanted
the foreign language department
of Central to put on some
different types of music for the
listeners' enjoyment --the languages; Chinese, Spanish,
German, and French.
·

~

The music program for each
language las.ts from 7 p.m.-7:30
p.m. every Tuesday night. Each
music program rotates so that
there will be a different type of
·
music each week.
Nathanson & Schoenholz

Ho-Chin Yang, assistant
professor of Chinese, stated that
although he isn't an authority of
Chinese music he does try to
select a variety of Chinese music
for each program.

.Duo to appear in SUB pit

China is very large and is made
up of many dialects in each area.
The music may vary vocally or
instrumentally; it all depends on
the area.

"I have nothing against these
organizations or the people in
them. They are extremely talReed will help students find ented people in these commis"China is made up of many
jobs in the same capacity as ions," said Hover. "They should
SERVE, but he is paid by the take the students who are types of minorities, more so than
college and not by ASC.
already working and put them. the U.S. and the areas of China
all are made up of different
into
other areas."
STIC, Student Travel Inforcultures." "There may be 13 to 14
mation Center, helps students
"These organizations are func- different dialects (cultures) in
with travel information, but tioning as clearing houses for one area alone," added Yang.
Hover points out that students other organizations," commented
"The Chinese music program
can get the same information Hover. "There is no need to pay
down at a travel bureau.
someone to stockpile all this tries to show not only culture
information in the ASC offices." but Chinese folk music," comThe Student Rights Commismented Yang. For example, one
"The ASC had a budget of of the Chinese music programs, a
sion provides legal advice to
students, but Hover claims that around $150,000 this year, next "western music theory" was
played with a western type of
Chinese music.

'{ outh Card Sales
Youth Fare Tickets
·Eu.rail Passes
Britrail Passes
All Airlines Repre::>ented

434 North Sprague·

_
925 3167

fU· ~
CENTER SPORTS

516North First Street& "F"
Yakima, Washington 98901
. CH 8-4364

STOP POLLUTION!
Stuff cream puffs down the cylinder
walls of Foo. ord and come buy a
bike!

SAVE MONEY SAVE GAS SAVE ME!
I need your business! My banker i,s
already in my back pocket, so prices
are slashed to rai,se cash. We have
a wi.de selection:

Another program currently
being aired will consist of a
modern theme composed of a
Chinese "love story" movie
theme. It is primarly a story of a
Taiwan boy and an upper Taiwan
girl who love each other but can't
get married because of the two
different areas they are from.
Each program is selected by
Yang, with the assistance of
some of his Chinese language
students. The other three foreign
language departments have at
least three teachers to select a
program.
The Chinese music programs
aim is to enhance the listener and
impress upon them what Chinese
music is like.

A mystery musical duo at Central? A singing and guitar picking
duo, Nathanson and Schoenholz, will perform at Central in the
SUB Pit today and tomorrow from 7:30-8:30 p. m. and from 9-10 p.
m. The admission· is free.
The two entertainers were recommended by John Powell,
booking agent from Spokane who, according to Gerry Hover,
director of recreation and social acivities, "rec{lIIlmends most of
the entertainment that comes to Central."

Dancers perform in May
Orchesis, Central's performing dancers, are scheduling
performances for May 8, 9 and 10 in the Three Penny Playhouse at
8:30 p. m.
The group is made up of students who are interested in knowing
more about dance and dance as a performing art.
"We have many talented dancers and choreographers in the
group this year, and if things go as well as they have been it will be
the best show Orchesis has done yet," said advisor Lana Jo
Sharpe.
The show is not going to be just modern dance, but will include
Turkish dances, jazz, rock and roll and tap. The program is
scheduled to run three days.

Talk: the American shame
What we eat, how we eat and what we do with the food energy
we eat, will make up part of the talk entitled "Malnutrition: the
American shame," tomorrow at 10 a.m. in ·room 245, Dean Hall.
The speaker will be Nathan J. Smith, Md., a pediatrics professor
at the University of Washington, who is recognized in many .
professional journals and science associations.
Part of the lecture will deal with the fact that at least one-third
of America's population dies sooner than they would have, had
they been more serious in their eating habits.
Of this number, it is thought that 22 million, people cannot buy
enough f~od for an adequate diet.
The talk is one of the series being sponsored by the ·American
Medical Association in colleges and universities across the nation.

New shipment of New Style

STRAW HATS
Straws by Resistol & Bailey

$

COLUMBIA - TORADO - BIANCHI - TIGER .
MURRAY, plus parts and accessories
Come see the "Tiny Tiger"
its a real cuty! Only
17 inches, but full IO
speed. Be~utiful!
Come to.Yakima. Bring this paper with
you. I want them, special discount!

MILLS SADDLE 'N TOGS
Complete Western Outfitters
4th &·Main-962-2312
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c ·o mmunity cares

E-burg, college sponsor symposium
Caring, its forms, meanings
future, will be the subject of
the symposium "A Community
Day on Caring: The Whole
~nd

Person and the Troubled World,"
in Ellensburg Thursday, Friday
and Saturday.
.
The college and community

have joined forces to sponsor the
symposium which is bringing in
well-known figures from tQ.e
Northwest and other parts of the

Focus on Chicano culture
Contemporary Chicano poetry
and drama will be featured· in an
April 26-May 5 public observance
of Chicano Week here.
A highlight of the days-long
program will be a public meeting
on the college campus of the
Washington State Commission
on Mexican American Affairs.
Another high point of the.
observance will be performances
by El Teatro del Piojo, a Chicano
theatre group from the U. of W.
Sponsored by Movimiento
Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan
(MECHA), the program begins
April 26 with opening of a special ·

Bouillon Library display of
contemporary Chicano novels,
poetry and textbooks.
The Seattle Chicano theatre
group will perform in Hebeler
Auditorium at 8 p.m. April 28. In
addition, the theatre members
will conduct two workshop
seminars on the philosophy and
techniques behind El Teatro Del
Piojo at 9 a.m. _and 1:30 p.m.
April 28 in Hebeler Auditorium
A cultural exhibit on Mexican
clothing, cooking utensils,
musical instruments and tovs
will · be placed in the SUB April

Glitter, color in
-"A Night on BroadVttay"
by Liz Hall
staff writer

·Glitter and colorful costumes
will light the stage for the
program "A Night on Broadway"
directed, produced and choreographed by Dirk Lumbard which
is set for recital Thursday in
Hertz at 8: 15 p. m.
The program which is more of
a production than a recital,
according to Lumbard, will feature Broadway songs, the swing
choir and a combo.
Every number in the production will be costumed and dances
will be included, such as tap and
jazz dancing. The drama department is lending the costumes to
be used in the production.

Prof. to attend
science me~ting
Dr. Robert Gaines, chairman
of Central's chemistry department, has been invited to attend
a natfonal conference of science
department chairme:r\ sponsored
by Research Corporation.
The June 25-29 conference will
be held in Portsmouth, New
Hampshire. Annual conferences
~re designed to help college
chairmen develop a philosophy of
departmental -leadership and to
exchange ideas with contemporaries from throughout the nation.

30 through May 7.
The film "Si Se Puede,"
dealing with farm labor leader
Cesar Chavez, will be shown at
1:30 p.m. May 1 in the · Pit.
The state comm1ss1on on
Mexican-American affairs will
meet at 7 p.m. May 4 in SUB
204-205.
The Chicano Week observance
ends with a "Cinco de Mayo"
celebration dance featuring El
Conjunto Azteca at 8 p.m. May 5
in the large ballroom. Chicano
refreshments will be served.
The El Conjunto Azteca
musical group will perform at 2
p.m. May 5 in the Pit.
Admission is free to all Chicano Week events.

Special guest star is Myrtle
Schmaltz who will appear as
Dolly in a number from "Hello
Dolly". Other Broadway show
numbers included in the program
are Carousel, Camelot, Once
Upon A Mattress, Tommy, No
No Nanette, Oliver, Song of
Norway, You're a Good Man
Charlie Brown, Roar of the
Greasepaint, Bye Bye Birdie, and
Annie Get Your Gun.
One number will feature a
chorus, where a line of chorus
girls will appear on stage.
The combo group will feature
Paula Vandenburg on the vibraphone, Jim Delong on drums and
Karen Barton on the piano.
"The show is unique," said
Lumbard, "and it is really
entertaining," he added.
The production was done once
before two years ago by Curt
Crimp, who now tours with
Applause, and Bill Crosby, who
owns a repertory theater in Gig
Harbor.
,
"I hope I'll be able to do more
and set a pattern or tradition of
for these productions," said
Lumbard.
( Assisting Lumbard are Barb
Bailey, DeAna Turner, Kim
Shockley and Melissa Hazard.
Lumbard, a music major who
has- been working .on the idea
since last spring, says that
admission to the production is
free .

nation.
In addition to numerous
speeches, discussions and lectures, 12 movies which deal with
our display forms of caring will
be shown.
Such films include the TV
production, "Rocky Mountain
Bighorn Sheep," featuring John
Denver; "The Eagle and the
Hawk," and "The Yearling."
Many of the films were provided at a minimal cost for
mailing and insurance, because
people believe in what we're
doing." said Gerry Hover,
director of recreation and social
activities.
The schedule is designed so
that an event is happening every
minute throughout the symposium, with small breaks for lunch
and dinner.
The three major places for
events will be the SUB, Ellensburg High School and the Ellensburg public library.

Care has been taken to insure
that every event can be s~en if
one's stamina lasts that long.
The many speakers offering
their services for the event are
considered to be experts in the
field of human relations.
In addition to their numerous
public presentations, they will
meet with various ~pecial interest groups for infdrmal discussions.
,
Among the topi~s to be presented will be drug :abuse, ethnic
and cultural car~ng, societal
value systems and 1transactional
·
analysis.
Included in the lineup of
speakers is a well-known author.
Milton Mayeroff, a professor of
the State University in New
York, wrote the . nationally
acclaimed book, "On Caring."
A schedule for the symposium,
giving the times and places of
each presentation, is listed on
page 7 of todays Crier.
I

18th Annual I Rings o' Fortune

II

1amon
Our Regular Diamond Price

An opportunity for you to make impressive
savings on· the ring of your choice from our
celebrated collection of Rings o' Fortune.

.PASHA RUGS
ORIENT AL REPRODUCTIONS

218 RUNNERS
213 RUGS
315 RUGS
416 RUGS
518 RUGS
9112 RUGS

s121s
s31s
s91s
s15ss
s2·91s
ssgoo
••••

••

Threeso. me 225.00

•

·.::...··~·----------------------------------------~~~~
.• •
.HOURS: Mon.-FrL. 9:30-9! lillll
THE Ml\Ll

·'.y A

H

1 m

· A·

_§at. 9;30-5:30r · :::.uld~ -~· _
Sun. Noon -5
~-

..
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The best editorial we could ever have written on "caring" came ,
in the mail last week in the form of a letter to the editor.
The letter was hand-written on notebook paper. Many of the
words · were spelled phonetically. The grammar was likewise
elementary in nature.
The message, however, was quite clear.
As we wander into the upcoming Caring symposium we
sincerely hope this letter will not be upstaged by scholarly books
or romanticism.
The fol~owing is a copy of the letter.
Dear editor:
Please let my letter be printed in your
newspaper as to give me another chance to aid
myself of the !onliness that does not pass night
and day. For I am incarcerate at London
Correctional Institution. I would like to
correspond with someone who cares about more
than just themself. Someone who wishes to do
more than accept the fact that there are
milllions of people in this world who are lonely. I
am 26 years old, male. I have been incarcerate
the past two years. I have lost contact with friends and curr:ent events and knowledge of the
outside world. All letters and post cards would
be appreciated. Please inform your readers that
the letters and post cards should be addressed
as follows:
Harlan Adams
Bc;>x 69
London, Ohio 43149
And that all post cards and letters will be
answered. Your consideration in this matter will
be very much appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
Harlan Adams
The author of this letter ~as ·presented quite a challenge to each
and all of us .."someone who cares about more than just themself..
"someone who wishes to_do more than -just accept the fact that
there are millions of people in this world who are lonely."
It is a beautiful idea · to get a community together for a
symposium on Caring, but it will all be meaningless if we remain in
such a vacuum and forget about what _caring is really about.
Caring is active concern. It is writing to people like Harlan
Adams and it is trying to do something a.bout the people like him
all over the country.
Go to the symposium Thursday and Friday, but don•t let it stop
there. Use the experience as a beginning; a kindling for the real
fire.
If you don't then all the symposiums in the world are not ever
going to teach you to care. ·

- - - - - - - P h o t o by Chang P. Jay----------11

-Editoris focus.-1
-

mm-.~!k~--~if•

~

.

H~9=~"7ay ~!.~~~~~~~~~'.~~o I

A l3:boratory newspaper ~f Central Washington State College
pub!ished Tu~sda.ys and Fridays during the academic year except
durmg exammation weeks and holidays. Views expressed are ·
those of students, staff and editors, not necessarily of CWSC.
'Advertising materi~l presented herein does not necessarily imply
endorsement by this newspaper. Mail subscription price, $1 per
quarter or $3 per year, payable to the Campus Crier, CWSC,
Ellensburg, Washington 98926. Entered as second class matter at
the U.S. Post Office, Ellensburg, Washington 98926. ·
Editor-in-chief ..................... ~ ............ Sandi Dolbee
Managing Editor .................................. Ed Sasser
News Editor ........................... Phil 'Smitty' Smithson
Feature Editor ................................. Kris Bradner
Sports Editor .....................-.............. Rod Wilkins .
~PY Editor .................................. Marian Cottrell
,Photo Editor .............................. ~- .... Chang Po Jay
.Ad .Manager ................................... l\tike Nugent
Bus~ess Manager ................................. Craig Lyle
.Advisor· · ...................................... David Evans
Steve Clark, Mark LaFountaine, Rich Wells, Mark Groszhans Dan
O'Leary, Marie McClanahan, Ron Fredrickson, Liz Hail,' Joy
Johnson.
.

That the pedestrian and the biker are at war
ij on Central's malls there can be no doubt; but
I that fact is minor when compared to the bigger
~~~ war of motorized traffic vs. non-motorized
traffic. Here the biker and walker must join
forces.
It is quickly becoming' a de facto illegality not
to own a car.
For instance, many times when interstate
highways are built they are built directly on the
~' bed of a state highway--a state highway upon
·:~ which it used to be legal to ride a bike. No
provisions are made for this former bicycle
traffic in the new scheme.
I recently proposed a problem to the State
Highway Patrol: "I want to ride my bike to
Tacoma. Do you have any suggestions?" That
seems simple enough, right?
The spokesman replied, "You're going to be a
little hard put I think." He then explained the
limited access status of Interstate 90.
When asked about White Pass, he replied that
I could take the canyon road "almost to Yakima"
before running into Interstate 82. "There again
you're going to be in some kinda jam," he added.
He finally concluded that I wasn't going to be
able to ride my bike·:::~::.::::~..-~:;::~::~~~!!::.
,>Y."@>::!>.::.~

·~ -~-t-mz

"You can be arrested for it--just as simple as 1··,-:
that. You'd be a hazard to the motoring public."
Walkers have the same problems.
·
Meanwhile, the House approved Thursday a
$20 billion highway constructi~n bill but refused
to allow urban areas to use ~11y of the money to ~
build mass transit systems.
ii
More limited access!
Because the American poor are in such a ·
minority, they are probably worse off than the
poor of many other countries--countries in which &
transportation systems are oriented to the poor ., '
masses.
Besides having excellent mass transportation
systems, most European countries offer paved
walks along highways to allow for bikes,
motorbikes and pedestrians.
Oregon a1lows pedestrian traffic along interstate routes and I see no reason why
Washington couldn't adopt a similar proposal.
If bike and pedestrian traffic -could be
legalized -during daylight hours along those
sections of limited access highways where there
is no state or county trunk available as an :,
alternative, the system would be one step closer
to becoming humane. As things now stand, one 1
must explain this entire concept to the arresting

I
1

o~ficer; _ ~-nd h~ .r.eally

.~1- ~;~imJIJ

IJI[ J~

I

doesn't give a shit.
.:,
mm; J... i !iii JirUJ§~:§iM?a.:::.:~~w;.~

·Cartoon to the editor

!Brooks urges policy .sul'.'portl
What appears below is a letter
from Dr. James E. Brooks,
th p
·
'd
~olle~e Pres1. ent, to e res.1d~nt s Coun~Il and, the Aca?emic
Vice-~res~dent ~ Advisory
Council, urgmg.their. support. ~or
Central s A~firmative Acti~n
Pro~am which, (as s~ated . m
sec~1on I ~f t~e Af~irmatlve
~ction P.~hcy) is designed to
msure . equal e~pl~y~ent
opp?rt~mty through ms~itutlo?al
dedication t~ selection, . Job
placement, compensation,
promoti?n and tr~nsfer sol~ly on
the basis of merit a.n.d without
regar d for race, re1igion, co1or,
family relationship, national
origin, sex, age or physical
disability, except when bona-fide
occupational qualifications require otherwise.

'Crucifix ion of a cartoonist,'
by Brydon Stewart
~~:;(t$."m•.;m1§g!rHt

rum

,

1~~~~1~

Carfoonist firing
called censorship
To the editor:
as censors deciding what is best
At a time when every journal- for us kiddies to see and not to
ist in the nation and every citizen see?
should be scared as hell of
But perhaps it's 'all for the best
government censorship or the anyway. With such disgusting
bridling of free press and free filth in your paper you'd probabopinion by any person or group of ly never be able to pat yourpersons, the Crier has once again selves on the back again of
done an about face and put its having the prettiest newspaper
press in its mouth.
in the Northwest.
The dismissal of cartoonist
Ron Linville
Michael Swofford is a disgrace to
the precepts of free press and
open journalism and traditional
editorial art. And what's more it
is tantamount to ce-n sorship of
press and opinion.
An editorial cartoonist's job is
to provoke comment, arouse
emotion and opinion, to make To the editor:
people think about a given
I would like to make a public
situation, and to piss them off apology to Gerry Hover. In the
enough to do something about it; last issue of the Crier I stated
regardless of how unsavory the falsely that he was a member of
subject matter might be. Firing the committee that drew up the
the cartoonist will not rectify a Facilities Use Policy. I would
bad situation but will only now like to correct my mistake;
remove it from our sight for the Mr. Hover had nothing to do with
moment.
the policy and I apologize for
Editorial cartoons were never including his name in my letter.
introduced to be funny or pretty
Judy Talman
or to reaffirm the status quo.
And if the editorial cartoonist
allows himself to become just
another mediocre social (liberal)
commentarian, he has failed in
TROPICAL FISH .
his job most miserably.
OPEN DAILY
Even though I don't agree with
12:00 NOON 9:00 PM
the imagery 'Swoff used in his
cartoon (for the imagery was
CLOSED SUNDAYS
surely in poor taste) I question
Wilson Creek Rd.
whether it is simply the images
962-9166
that are at issue. Do you qualify

Public apology
expressed to
Gerry Hover

TO: President's Council
Academic Vice President's
Ad ·
Council
v1sory
FROM: James E. Brooks, Pres.
I am in receipt of a letter from
Governor Evans indicating that
our continued support is vitally
needed and expected in the full
implementation of the Affirmative Action Policy approved by
the Board of Trustees February
23, 1973.
While some procedural progress
has been achieved, much work
remains to be done. We need
your cooperation and support for
the realization of our stated
objectives.
Specifically, I ask for your
cooperation with the Affirmative

Ahctlon Ohffl~e m s~ch ~ff~.rts a~
t e gat e ridngt an£ lulp ~ mgtho
personne1 a a, 10 owmg
e
procedu;-e for the filling of vacant
positions, compiling an analysis
of work force utilization, the
formulation of goals and timetables, and more significantly,
the identification of problem
areas and the formulation of
programs to eliminate them.
I realize the necessary work
load is an nonbudgeted addition
to your normal responsibility.
We must, however, demonstrate
a spirit of cooperation and
commitment in the implementation of our policy at all levels.
cc: Trustees
Faculty Senate Executive
Committee

Protz has right not to admit
winter quarter, I feel that he is
To the editor:
This letter is in response to "J. one of the most hard-working
W." whose letter appeared in the ·and imaginative professors at
April 13, 1973 edition of the Central. If a student decides to
Campus Crier. "J. W." should boycott his class based on the
have respected the right of comments of "J. W.", he will b~
Professor Pratz not to admit missing an unique college
him/her to the class (particularly experience.
for the flimsy excuse given.)
Speaking of "I wonder what
Based , on my experience the. instructor has to hide," what

does "J. W." have to hide by not
indicating his/her name in the
letter?
Walt Fish

Give blood
today
in the SUB

Students ask Why rocks

SPEC.IAL

installed on campus mall
To the editor:
Can ANYONE tell us what is
the purpose of the rocks being
installed around campus?
Also, we would like to know
how much money was spent on
labor hours, cement, etc., on this
project. Is ' there any chance
anyone other than students paid

for this?
It seems to us, if this college
"has" to continually raise the
tuition, we could certainly do
without some of this extra
garbage.

Save ... use our
extra large
Dryer... Dry-up
to 5 loads for
the sale price
as 2-loads in
most laundries

Vikki S. Morhous
Renee Hollyfield
Margaret Martin
D. Boden

Letters to the editor and guest editorials are welcome. Letters
must be typed and limited to 250 words. Editor reserves the ri~ht
to edit all letters for space and for libel. Letters must be signed.
Letters may be mailed or delivered to the Crier office, SUB 218.
~~
£t~;:~1~:t•a~.;:;t-1:;:;~;;:;~:::I~=~~;i::;:~m~rf.::J.:;::~:1::-R~~m;~:11~~~~=;:m:~1!:~~~;l~~*~~

OPEN UNTIL
MIDNIGHT ·
Next to Arctic Circle
8th & walnut
LAUNDERMAT .
...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,.

OVERTON'S.

CAMPUS 66 SERVICE
SPRING TIRE SALE
4 new F78x2 F78x14 4 ply nylons--$70
plus tax
Tires for all makes of cars in stock.
If you don't like our deal--cqme in
and ma~e y~ur own.
Also: Lube, oil & filter--$8.66
STOP IN AT CAMPUS 66 THE THE TIRE
STORE WITH THE PUMP OUT FRONT
8th and Pearl

925-2130

See The "BIK,E DOCTORS"
We have 4 Factory Trained Bicyck Repair men to give you expert, fast, &
cheap repairs. Repairs on ALL makes & model.s, from 1 speeds to 20 speeds.
We al.so stock a compkte line of tubes, tires, .rims, derailers, brakes, seats,
peda/,s, etc.

116 E. 4th '

1.,
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Horsemeat here?

"Silver" safe from E-burg menus
I

by Mark Groszhans
staff writer

AN UNCERTAIN FUTURE- From ,pasture to plate is the fate
befalling many a horse on the west coast. While presently unlikely,
the same could become true for Ellensburg nags. [EB John's
photo]

Health Department said all
horsemeat sold through retail
outlets would have to be· inspecThe possibility of riding a ted and the dealer would have to .
horse today and eating him buy a license.
.
tomorrow may seem a little "This dealer," Kelly explained,
grotesque but if the Lake Stev- "would only be allowed to sell
ens area is any indication of horsemeat and n·o other kinds of
future purchasing practices, meat."
horsemeat may be added to
In addition, the meat would
many grocery shopping lists.
have to be clearly labeled and ·
Although Ellensburg retail federally stamped to insure that
and wholesale outlets have made it is safe for human consumption.
no attempt to begin horsemeat
Schaake Packing Company
sales, Buz Hunt opened a horse- officials said that there would be
.meat shop in early April in Lake positively no way they would
Stevens, Washington, and busi- package horsemeat. They exness is booming.
plained it would not be economiIn one week Hunt had gone cally feasible to keep a separate
through 88 horse carcasses and horsemeat packing plant in
was having difficulty keeping up addition to their beef · packing
with the growing demand for operation.
horsemeat.
Other meat packing outlets
"The possibility of selling voiced similar doubts to the
horsemeat in Ellensburg is out of feasibility of selling horsemeat in
the question," Delane Vander- a beef orientated valley. Most
Brake of Ellensburg Lockers packers said that the aspect of
said, "because this is a horse and beef dominating the valley hurt
beef orientated valley."
the chances of horsemeat every
The horse, Vander Brake being sold here.
added, is used in so many ways in
None the less, business Buz
the valley that to sell horsemeat Hunt's County Butcher Shop
wouldn't be practical.
couldn't be better. Hunt's horse"I might get run out of town meat business has exceeded his
for selling horsemeat in Ellens- wildest dreams. He decided to
burg," VanderBrake jokingly attempt selling horsemeat after
explained.
visiting a horsemeat store in
Gordon Kelly of the County Portland.

by Mark LaFountaine
staff writer
The State Higher Education Personnel Board
in Olympia has sent back to Ellensburg Central's
Affirmative Action Policy, saying it needs
further documentation of specific details for its
. implementation here. In addition the board
wants further statistical information supplied to
back the policy up.
Ac-0rding to Alex Kuo, ethnic studies
director, and also acting Affirmative Action
director, what the board means is that it wants
documents proving that the Central Affirmative
Action Program is doing what it promises in its
policy. Kuo is currently making an all-out effort
to get the necessary additional information· and
statistics together by the May 1 deadline.
The Affirmative Action Policy is in keeping
with the Human Rights Policy of Central
designed, [as stated in Section II of the policy],
"To ensure equal employment opportunity for
all persons with respect to positions at every
level within the college. It realizes that some of

Job policy
designed for
equality

Shop

nardstram

"We used to have a retail meat
market, but it didn't pan out,"
Hunt said. (P.I. April $11, 1973)
"Then I read about this guy down
in Portland who was doing
3,000-4,000 pounds a day in
horsemeat. I couldn't believe it. I
had to see for myself. It was
true."
Florence packing company, in
Stanwood, who has slaughtered
horses for sale in foreign markets
for years, supplies Hunt with all .
the carcasses he needs.
.You may ask what the difference is between horsemeat and
beef. Most of Hunt's customers
say that horsemeat is richer and
sweeter in flavor. Other customers explain that they marinate
the horsemeat and you can
hardly tell the difference in taste
to regular beef.
One woman confessed, "I was
raised on stories of Black Beauty
and Fury and Trigger like
anyone else," I can't imagine Roy
Rogers letting Trigger get cut
into T-bone steaks."
Other consumers ponder
whether they should eat the
same meals that they feed their
dogs every morning.
However, Hunt's business has
grown so rapidly that he had to
rent a refrigerator truck for the
carcasses he wasn't able to fit
·into his own meat coolers.

the barriers faced by the disadvantaged are
defined in specific racial/ethnic or sexual terms,
while other barriers stem from other sources.
The logic of the college Human Rights Policy •
and the laws against discrimination imply that
effort must be directed towards the removal of
barriers to equal opportunity whomever the
· affect. It is the effective implementation of this
responsibility to assure real equality of
opportunity that is the object of an affirmative
action program."
The policy goes on to list specific possible
obstacles to equal access which a workable
affirmative action program should identify.
They are:
1. Ineffective or inadequate recruitment efforts.
2. Discriminatory screening procedures (eg.
with respect to conditions of testing and test
validity, discrepancies between job qualifications, requirements and the skills or knowledge
necessary to effective job performance, delayed
notification of applicant's certification or employee selection).
(Continued on page 9)

BENEFIT AT RANCH
On April 29 the Native American Club will sponsor a benefit
for · the Wounded Knee legal
defense fund. The benefit will be
held at the Ranch tavern from 2
p.m. to midnight. A dollar
donation at the door will let you
buy 15-cent schooners. Enter- ·
tafoment will be provided by the
Appaloosa and Greasewood City
Ramblers.

downtown Yakima
for men's, women's

& children's apparel
and shoes
Open Evenings 'til 9 Sunday 12-5

narclstram
4th & -East Yakima Ave.

SPECIAL

WASH 25c
Save ... use our
extra large
Dryer ... Dry-up
'to 5 loads for
the sale price
as 2 loads in
most laundries

OPEN UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Next to Arctic Circle
8th & Walnut
LAUNDERMAT

. " .. .
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.

. ... .. ... ' .. . . . ..
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"A Community Day on Cciring"
"The two most significent Days
of the year"

THURSDAY, APRIL 26, 1973
9:00 a.m. College Sub Theatre
Film: "Rocky Mountain Big
Horn Sheep" with John
Denver T.V. Special
9:50 a.m. College Sub Theatre
Film: "The Yearling" with
Gregory Peck, Jane Wyman
Academy Award
Noon
·College Sub Theatre
Film: "String Bean"
College Sub-Pit
Central Washington State
Stage College Stage Band
12:20 p.m. College Sub Theatre
"The Music Box" with Laurel
And Hardy
12:50 p.m. College SUB Theatre
Film: "Captains Courageous'
with Freddie Bartholomew
Spencer Tracy-Acedemy ' ·
Award
2:30 p.m Kittitas County hospital
"Geriatrics" Warren Strain
2:50 p.m College SUB Theatre
Film: "Eagle and The Hawk"
with John Denver-T.V.
Special
3:06 p.m Ecumenical Campus Ministry
to
"The Church and Minorities"
5: 00 p.m Will Herzfeld and William
Stringfellow
3: 00 p.m Ellensburg P1,1blic Library
Film: "Rocky Mountain Big
Horn Sheep
3:40 p.m College SUB Theatre
·Film: "The Music Box
~:JO p.m College SUB Theatre
Film: "String Bean"
4: 30 p.m College SUB Burger-Bar
Film: "The Yearling"
6: 45 p.m. College SUB Burger:Bar
Film: Rocky Mountain Big
Horn Sheep"
7: 30 p.m. Ellensburg public Library
Film: "Eagle and The Hawk"
"The Music Bo~"
7:35 p.m. College.SUB Theater
"Alienation" William
Stringfellow
College SUB Burger-Bar
Film: "Captains Courageous'
9: 30 p.ni. · College SUB Burger-Bar
Film: "The Music Box"
FRIDAY, APRIL 27, 1973
8:00 a.m. Ellensburg High School
"On Caring" Milton Mayeroff
9:00 a.m. College SUB Theater
"On Caring" Milton Mayeroff
College SUB Burger-B~r

Film: "Rocky Mountain Big
1:00 p.m College SUB Theater
Horn Sheep
·
"Ethnic & Cultural Caring"Horn Sheep" with John
Will Herzfeld
Denver
Ellensburg high School
Film: "Captains Courageous"
Ellensburg High School
& "Rocky Mountain Big Horn
"The Caring School"
Sheep"
Sterling Ellsworth
The Presbyterian Church
"Brief Therapy" Jay Jackson
"Transactional Analysis"
Ellensburg High School
Gordon Haiberg
Film: "The Yearling" with
Ellensburg High School
Gregory Peck and Jane
Wyman
Sterling Ellsworth
"The Eagle and The Hawk"
2:00 p.m. College SUB Theater
with John Denver
"Caring Through Communication" -Dave olsen
9:00 a.m.- Will Herzfeld-Munson HallA Discussion with Will
10:30 a.m. AUCHO
Herzfeld-Room 204
9: 50 a.m. College SUB Burger-Bar
Ellensburg High School
Film: "The Yearling"
Gerry Lucey
10:00 a.m. College SUB Theater
The Presbyterian Church
"Cosmic Values"-Myles
Gordon
Haiberg and Jay
Anderson
Jackson
"Caring Is Not Easy"-Mel
Silver Circle
Jordon-204
"Geriatrics" Warren Strain
"mr. B Goes to Olympia"2: 50 p.m. College SUB Burger Bar
Earl F. Tilly-Room 206
Film: "Eagle and The Hawk"
A discussion with Milton
3:00 p.m. College SUB Theater
Mayeroff in Room 207
"Mr. B. Goes To Olympia"
10: 00 a.m. Ellensburg School Adminwith Earl F. Tilly-Room 206
to
istration Building
A discussion with Dave Olsen
Noon
Sterling Ellsworth
-Room 204
10: 30 a.m. Ellensburg High School
Ellensburg high School
to
"Alternative Education"
A panel discussion with
11: 15 .m. Gerry Lucey
Sterling Ellsworth and Gerry
11: 00 a.m. College SUB Theater
Lucey
·
"How To Care" Dave Olsen
The Presbyterian Church
A discussion with Myles
"Alienation" William
Anderson-Room 204
Stringfellow
A discussion with Mel jordonSilver Circle
Room 206
A discussion with Warren
Kittitas County Court House
Strain
"Drug· Abuse and AlterEllensburg Public Library
natives"-Jay Jackson with
.
Film: "Captains Courageous"
Welfare, Police, Sheriff &
Fire Depts.
3: 40 p.m. College SUB Berger-BAR
Noon
Thunderbird Restaurant
Film: "The Music Box"
"mr. B.Goes To Olympia"
Earl Tilly with chamber of
. 4:00 p.m. College SUB Theater
Commerce and the public
Milton MayerofU1Myles
College SUB Burger-Bar
Anderson/r Mel jordan and
Film: "String Bean"-a
· Tilly:,; Olsenl/sHerzfeld-204
French Film
2 panel discussions re: Caring
Warren Strain in Cle Elwn
and Apethy"
with Doctors on "Geriatrics"
Open to questions
Panel discussion re: ''Caring
12: 20 p.m. College SUB Burger-Bar
and Apathy"
Film: "The Music Box" with
Open to questions
Laurel and Hardy
4_:10 p.m. College SUB Burger Bar
12: 50 p.m. College SUB Burger Bar
Film: "String Bean"
Film: "Captains Courageous"
4:30 p.m. College Sub Burger Bar
with Freddie Bartholomew
~ilm: ''The Yeading''
Spencer Tracy

6: 45 p.m. College SUB Burger Bar
Film: "Rocky Mountain Big
Horn Sheep"
DINNER 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
5:00 p.m. Wranglerettes at the
Fairgrounds
7: 00 p.m. College SUb
Presentation-Group Process
"Caring" Milton Mayeroff
Mel jordan-Room 204
"Cultural Caring" Will
Herzfeld-/1Myles AndersonRoom 206
"Alienation" William Stringfellow >~.Dave Olsen-Room
207
''Transactional Analysis''
Gordon Haiberg-Thea ter
''Telephone CRisis Intervention Service" Jay JacksonRoom 210
Silver Circle-Warren Strain
Early Tilly & Sterling
Ellsworth "Problem Solving"
-off campus
7: 30 p.m. E~lensburg Public Library
Film: "Rocky Mountain Big
Horn Sheep"
"String Bean"
· 7:35 p.m. College Sub Burger Bar
Film: "Captains Courageous"
9:30 p.m. College Sub Burger Bar
_
Film: "The Music Box"
}ATURDAY, APRIL 28 1973
2:00 p.m. Ellensburg public Library
Film: "The Yearling"
Sponsors:
The Associated Students of Central
Residence Hall Council
Ecumenical Campus Ministry
C.W.S.C. Student Development
Silver Circle
Auxiliary Services
Ellensburg Service Organizations
,
Supporting the "Community Day On Caring"
City Government of Ellensburg
Chamber of Commerce
Ellensburg Board of Mental health
The major emphasis of
this joint project is to bring our community
together, through caring, to share and learn.
Anyone wishing further information should
contact Gerry Hover, 963-3541.
A Community
Day On

'.
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by Cindy Washburn
catalog editor
A blood drawing will be held
today in the SUB small ballroom
today from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. With
your help the 140 unit quota will
be reached.
NEW HOURS
. The Consumer Protection
Commission will change to new
spring quarter office hours of
Tuesday and · Thursday from
10:30 a.m. to noon and Wed. nesdays from 9-10:30 a.m.
AAUPMEETING
There will be a meeting of the
AA UP chapter today at 4 p.m. in
.the Grupe Conference Center to
announce the new officers and to
pass the amendments to the
constitution.
FALL STUDENT TEACHING
If you are requesting a student
teaching placement during fall

RI

..-..

·1

.

quarter 1973, please come to
Black 206 to update your application as soon as your spring
quarter classes are confirmed.
LA LECHE LEAGUE
"Nutrition and Weaning" will
be the topic for the La Leche
League's meeting tomorrow. The
informal meeting will be held at
Ida Hawkins', 106 E. 17th Ave. at
7:30 p.m.all women interested in
breastfeeding babies are welcome. Please call Marj Brustad,
925-9480, any time for telephone
counceling or to request a copy of
"The Womanly Art of Breastfeeding" ($3 softcover)
SCHOLARSHIP
Need financial assistance for
next year? If so, and you are a
Business ed., Distributive ed.,
Home Economics, TIE or Pre.professional secretarial major,
you should apply for the Ernie
Kramer Scholarship. This scholarship consi~ts of $100 for each of

.

the regular quarters of the
academic year or a total of $300.
All applications must .be received
by the Financial Aids Office by
May 1, 1973.

must have a confidential statement on file. The statements
must be mailed to Berkely, Calif.
as soon as possible to be returned
to. Central for final processing.

KARATE
The Shodakan Karate Club
meets Tuesdays and Thursdays
at 7 p.m. in the Hebeler gym. All
those interested in keeping fit
and having fun are welcome.

"OUTDOORS UNLIMITED"
"Outdoors Unlimited" is the
theme for the Recreation Club's
annual banquet on May 12 at 6
p.m. at the Thunderbird banquet
room. The banquet's activities
will be highlighted by a special
guest speaker, Mr. Hentges,
from the National Park Service.
Tickets for the affair are $2. 75
per person and can be obtained
by calling 963-3~72 or 925-9762
before May 6.

TEACHER ED. TESTS
The Teacher Ed. tests will be
given May 5. The Speech and
Hearing test will be given April
16-20. Sign up for both is in Black
Hall.
LOANS
.
Students who plan to apply for
a Federally Insured Bank Loan
during the '73-'74 school year
(Sept.-Aug.) are reminded that
effective March 1 students wishing to apply for such a loan and
receive the interest benefits

MIX 'EM
OR
MATCH 'EM

WOMEN'S LIB
Central's Women's Liberation
will hold a general meeting
tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in SUB
204.
PIANO RECITAL
.Janet Sailor will give a senior
recital in Hertz Hall tonight at
~: 15. Selectio.ns to be performed
dre by Beethoven, Paul Creston
and Ravel.
·
FEMINIST PARTY
A Feminist Party meeting will
be held tonight at 7:30 at 1101
Brooklane. All men and women
interested in combatting racism
and sexism are welcome.
KOL DJ
Burl Baer, KOL DJ, will speak
May 2 at noon in the SUB Pit. He
is sponsored by · the Bahai
Association.

a1<

FRENCH GROUP
"Les Amis de la France" will
hold a luncheon on April 30 in the

L&L faculty lounge (106-A) from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Guest will
be a French ski instructor.
Featured food ·will be "salade
mamouria." There is a 60 cent.
donation.
SOCCER
Beginners to . Peles are welcome to practice soccer with the
Central Washington Soccer Club
today at 3 p.m. on the field
northwest of the baseball field.
JAZZ
The Central Jazz Band will
entertain in the SUB Pit Thursday from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
INTERVARSITY
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship meets every Sunday night
at 8 at 601 Chestnut, in the
"Brown House."
WOUNDED KNEE
The Native American Club
asks for concerned people to give
donations to the Oglala Sioux at
Wounded Knee. Donations of
food, medical supplies, support
letters are needed. For more
information contact the Native
American Club in SUB 215.
INTERVIEWS
The following employers will
be interviewing at the Placement
Center on these days:
April 25--the Carnation Company in Spokane for sales rep·resentative positions; April 26-Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs in Seattle for special
agents and compliance investigators; April 25--Highline School
District in Seattle; April 25,26-Portland, Ore. District; April
26--Bellev~e District; April 27-Northshore District, Bothell.

Indian conference
on Wounded Knee

-•Id
-••
I
•-w

by Smitty
news editor

Series 60

Members of the Native American Club at Central expressed
their desires to "sensitize the
Washington area to some of the
ideas people have about Wounded Knee," at a press conference
Friday.
·After reading a statement
which called for help in the form
of legal defense funds, food and
clothing, the members said that
donations for the cause can be
inade through the United Center
for Campus Ministry and the
Feminist Party on campus.
Donna Sampson and Maureena
Thompson, who were able to
enter Wounded Knee two weeks
ago despite the federal blockade
around the area, spoke on the
conditions within the besieged
community.
Of the 700 people presently in
Wounded Knee, about 300 are
residents, of them, old men,
women and children.
Another misconception that
people have about the incident,
they claimed, was that the

federal marshals only fired at the
inhabitants after being fired
upon .
Ms. Sampson said that she was
there when the firing errupted,
and that the marshals opened
fire first .
The Native American Club is
now asking for help from people ·
of all races and creeds. They said
that they are making this an
individual effort, rather than
from within the tribes.
A caravan is scheduled to pass
through Ellensburg on its way to
Wounded Knee, picking up
supplies for the surrc unded
inhabitants along the way.
Both Ms. Sampson and Ms.
Thompson said that in the near
future they intend to return to
Wounded Knee, despite the
continued blockade and the new
ruling that prohibits any r1erson
from giving aid to the inhabitants
of the town.
"We'll get in by any means
necessary," said Ms. Sampson.
She also said that she has been
"Threatened" while in Ellensburg, but refused to elaborate~
0

Ellensburg Ble Agate
set in cast silver ring

TIRE STORES
413

w. 8th

925-1044

Pine Tree Trappings

R.N. needed to work nights
IN EMERGENCY. Experience preferred. Would consider nurse with experience
in C.C.U. or I.C.U. or a Graduate with definite interest in
emergency.
Contact Personnel

Roslyn

St. Elizab' .h Hospital,

649-3191

Yakima, Wash. 248-5520.
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·-"Dumb Cane" in SUB .
has varied powers
Poison Center has not had any
reported poisonings by Dieffenbachia during the last two years.
according to John Carr, asst.,
professor of biology·
He added that the plant has an
extremely bitter taste which
would probably cause the child to
ingest very little of the plant. As
a precautionary measure, he has
removed all such plants that he
knew to be hazardous from his
own home and yard.
In Cuba, the plant is employed
as an aphrodisiac. The juice is
placed on the female genitals and
"is reputed to be very effective,"
the article said. However, it
appears to have no affect on men.
Strangely enough, it is also
used as a contraceptive by the
natives of several Central American countries, the article continued. Extracts of Dieffenbachia,
when taken orally or by injection, cause in animals organic
changes resembling castration. It
was descovered that men who
chew the cane experience a ·
temporary sterilizing effect, .
which lasts one or two days.
There ·are a number of other
uses of dumb cane. In certain
varieties with decreased acridity, the root and leaves are boiled
and eaten as food. The juice of
the leaves indelibly ·stain white
cloth a dark brown and is used
for dying and marking laundry.

by Joy Johnson
staff writer
Aphrodisiac, contraceptive,
food, poison--these are .some of
the uses of Dieffenbachia seguine, one of the plants in the
SUB Pit. According to an article
. by Timothy Plowman, "Folk
Uses of New World Aroids"
· (:Zconomic Botany, Vol. 23, p.
106-107), the plant is quite
potent.
. ·
The plant's common name,
"dumb cane", is a direct result of
~ one of its properties. The sap is
~extremely caustic and causes
severe burning of the skin and
•mucous membranes, the report
stated.
West Indies planters punished
disobedient slaves by forcing
them to bite into the stem. Their
. tongues immediately swelled up,
~preventing speech, which gave
~ the plant its name. Swallowing
~.:~ and breathing are impaired for a
period ranging from several days
to a week.
In addition, "dumb cane" is
' used to poison rats and cockroaches in Cuba. Indians in
Colombia and Brazil use it to
temper their curare (poison used
for darts). Although not lethal to
i humans, Dieffenbachia could
~have drastic results if a small
~child were to bite into it by
~chance. However, The Seattle
·1-:
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A DEADLY TREAT- As Kathy observes this
tasty-looking plant in the SUB Pit, little does
- ii!llHJIH!

rn

she know that it can cause blindness if eaten.
[Photo by Chang P. Jay].
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Does it practice its promise? Three students ·
members there are no American Indians, there
. is one Asian-American, and one Spanish
3. Negative attitudes of hiring personnel
surname, while the remaining three. are Black
towards some characteristics of applicants, or
Americans.
pre-interview bias on the part of the hiring _.
Most of the minorities employed by Central,
official in favor of one applicant or another.
however, are located in the Ethnic Programs,
4. Inadequate orientation of new employes.
that is EOP, the -- Toppenish Migrant Indian
5. Unreceptive ·work environments.
Center, and the ethnic studies department. For
6. Inadequate training, education or socialization
example, the college employs 24 minority ·
opportunities to meet job expectations, or lack
persons in non-civil service positions, 13 of these
of counseling for individuals with special
people are located in the above-mentioned
problems.
·minority programs.
7. Lack of advancement opportunities.
Of the 60 top administrative personnel
It is the aim of the Affirmative Action
.employed by the college there are only three
Program that after these and other similar
minorities and no women.
barriers are identified they can be removed,
The home economics department has 11
therefore helping to equalize access to employfaculty members, only one of these is a full
ment opportunity here.
professor, he is white, male and chairman of the
The Central Affirmative Action Program is
department. The other 10 are women.
concerned mainly with securing equal employFinally, of the 10 lowest paid faculty members
ment conditions for women and minorities.
in the school eight are women.
There are four main categories of minorities as
If these situations aren't bad enough Kuo s&id
defined by the US Department of Health,
that ''most people we have been working with
Education and WeHare; they first of all must be
seems to be more interested in statistics than
US citizens. The four groups defined are Black
they are in identifying the actual barriers that
American~, Red Americans, Yellow Americans
prevent equal opportunity employment and the
and those Americans with Spanish surnames.
development of programs to eliminate the
This last cat~gory was designed so Puerto
barriers." He added that "if they can't identify
Ricans could be included in the group with
the barriers they won't solve the problems."
Chicanos.
The unjust minority employment conditions
Kuo had some interesting.statistics to offer in
are by no means unique to Central. They are
regard to minority employment conditions at
examples which unfortunately are similar to
Central. Are current hiring policies at Central
problems at colleges and universities across the
racist or sexist in nature?
nation. Hopefully the development of extensive
These are the facts: Out of the 397 teaching
Affirmative Action Policies will in time alleviate
positions available in all of the academic · much of the injustice. Not only for the sake of
minorities but for all students who must now
departments besides minority programs there
are currently only fiv.e minority teachers
receive their educations from college faculties
holding jobs. Of these five minority faculty
represented largely by only one race.
(Continued from page 6)

TUES.-WED.·THURS.

special?
·BEAN
.BURRITOS

3 for s1-

Flour tortilla with cheddar cheese,
refried pioto beans, rolled and deep

""co
'ffM&

IN THE PLAZA

. FREE

ONE COLORFUL TACO
TIME GLASS WITH
FOOD PURCHASE
anrl 30c DRINK

Tl-IE MOST IMPORTANT
.PART WAS LEFT;

ANVWAV •• _

named to SWEA
Three Central students have been named to offices in the
Student Washington Education Association. The elections took
place at the group's state convention April 14, in Seattle.
William P. Barger, a sophomore, will assume the office of
viCe-president in July, succeeding Randall Ipp, also of Central. He
is currently a member of the Student WEA communications
committee. He attended Columbia Basin Community College and is
a graduate of Columbia High School, Richland.

Karen Howard, a junior majoring in language arts, will become
Student WEA secretary in July, succeeding Sheila O'Rourke, also
of Central. She has been a member of the Student WEA board of
· directors and is currently state editor. She attended Centralia
College and is a graduate of Centralia High School.
Steven L. Jones, a junior majoring in music education, will
assume a position on the Student WEA board in July. He has been
vice-president of the Central chapter of Student WEA and is a
member of WEA's Small Sch.ools Committee. He attended
Highline Community College and is a graduate of Tyee High
School, Highline.
Compi-ised of college students interested in education, Student
WEA has 1800 members on 18 campuses across the state and is a
department of WEA~
·

WANTED: MEN
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT with Permanent Sales Division
of the West Bend Company specializing in sales to young
working girls. Either work in your own home town and locale
or travel.
Complete training program in Portland. Lodging provided
for qualified applicants.
$500.00 per month guaranteed, plus commission to start. No
experience necessary. Car and neatness essential. Send p0st
card with name,address, phone number and when available to
begin full-time work to:
Permanent
Attn: Personnel Director
P.O. Box 13134
Portland, ore. 97213
You will be contacted by a company representative.
Offerings limited so hurry!
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First loss

'Cal tennis streak slopped
by Bill Irving
contributing writer
All good things must come to
an end sometime. For Central's
tennis squad a few win streaks
were snapped this past weekend
at the Washington State University Tournament in Pullman.
After winning six straight
matches, the Wildcats lost twice
at that tourney to bring their
record to 7-2.
Whitworth was the last of the
consecutive wins for the 'Cats.
On Thursday the netters thumped the Pirates 8-1 in Spokane, as
Ken Van Amburg had his unbeaten string snapped. Van
Amburg was upset by Joe
De.nnison 0-6, 6-1, 6-4, but Kim
Scholz reversed the tide with a
4-6, 6-3, 6-2 victory over Carl
Cutter.
·
Mike Whitney had little
trouble [6-2, 6-3] with 'Bill Converse, and Jon Hyink beat Dave
Owens 7-5, 6-2. Number five and
six men won their matches 6-4,
6-0, Dave Rapp winning his over
Stan Erickson and Bill Irving
over Mike Youngblood.
Van Amburg-Scholz extended
their streak to six at number one
doubles as they humiliated
Dennison-Cutter 6-1, 6-2. Whitney-Hyink had the same score
over Converse-Dennie Carter. In
the third doubles, Rapp-Irving
won 6-3, 6-2.
The next day it was a whole
different ballgame. This time the
'Cats were on the other side of an
8-l ledger, losing to a fine
University of Idaho team. The
Vandals featured California
players at the top four spots.

Van Amburg lost to Jeff Oates
6-2, 6-3, Steve Schulman dropped
Scholz 6-3, 6-1, Whitney lost 6-2,
6-4 to Darrell Smith and Jon
Hyink got ·the closest to winning
of anyone; dropping 6-3, 7-5 to
Richard Morales. Fifth man Dave
Rapp lost to Tom Leonard from
Boise, Ida. 6-2, 6-4 and Irving fell ·
7-5, 6-1 to Bill Benson from
Roseburg, Ore.
Doubles action saw Van
Amburg-Scholz lose their first
match of the season, 6-4, 6-1 to
Oates-Smith. Whitney-Hyink
extended Leonard-Morales to
5-7, 7-5, 6-3 and Rapp-Irving got
the only point of the morning for
Central, easily defeating Danny
Shaw-Larry Hultz 6-4, 6-1.
Later in the afternoon of that
Friday the 'Cats took on Spokane
Falls Community College, the
team they'd squeaked past a
week before. However, history
wasn't to repeat itself as the JC
team took four of the six singles
and two of the three doubles for a
6-3 victory. ·
Bill Wagstaff avenged an
earlier three-set loss to Van
Amburg, winning this time 6-3,
6-2. Scholz nearly reversed his
earlier loss to Don Johnston,
losing by a sudden death tiebreaker in the third set 6-2, 3-6,
7-6. Whitney couldn't get going
against Steve Wagstaff, falling
6-2, 6-1.
Hyink won a three-setter he
had lost earlier to Wally Heidenson, 6-2, 3-6, 6-2 but Rapp fell
to Dan Yount 6-2, 7-5. Irving got
the other singles point, cruising
past Stan Yahvah 6-1, 6-3. A
week earlier the 'Cats were

Harsh rates high
Central's weight event specialist Bill Harsh has begun to make
his presence known throughout the country. The 6-5 Wildcat
weightm.an, has been setting all sorts of records for the Wildcats
this season according to NAIA records.
.
, The 250-pound senior from Marysville, ranks second in the
nation in the discus with a best toss of 176 feet at Spokane Falls in
March. Bengt Nilsson of U.S. International, tops the nation.
Harsh, is third in the shot with a best heave of 58-2 record April
7 in Ellensburg against Club Northwest. Ed Franklin of Stephen F.
Austin, who .has thrown the iron ball 58-~, is the nations leader.
Harsh also ·ranks third in the hammer with a best of 162, but is
not real close to NAIA leader Murray Keating of Simon Fraser
who has thrown it 204-4.
The Central Washington track team will be back into action this
weekend as they host Seattle Pacific, University of Puget Sound,
and Whitman College in a four-way meet.

.•,

behind 4-2 after the singles but
pulled it out 5-4 with three
doubles victories. Not this time,
though.
.
Van Amburg-Scholz were
dropped 7-6, 0-6, 7-5 by WagstaffWagstaff but Whitney-Hyink
dropped Johnston-Yount 6-2, 7-5.
Rapp-Irving· never got started
against Heidenson-Yahvah,
losing badly 6-0, 6-2.
Final match of the tourney was
with the University of Montana
on Saturday morning. The 'Cats
won that one 5-4 with a key
doubles victory. Montana's Dirk
MiUer ·was too good for Van
Amburg, winning 3-6, 6-1, 6-1 and
Chris Green easily beat Scholz
6-2, 6-t.
The bottom half of the squad, .
however, came tlirough. Whitney had no trouble with Mike
Hallovell (6-2, 6-0) and Hyink
dun.iped Doug Shjeflo 6-3, 6-4.
Rapp won his first singles match
of the tourney, 7-5, 6-3 over Mars
Scott and Irving pulled out a
tough one, 5-7, 7-6, 6-0 over Dick
_
Thompson.
· Miller-Green were too strong
for Van Amburg-Scholz [6-2; 6-2]
but Whitney-Hyink
came
through to pull out the team
victory with a 6-4, 6-0 clubbing of
Scott-Hallovell. ThompsonShjeflo got Montana's. fourth
point with a 7-5, 6-3 victory over
Rapp-Irving.
Biggest winner for Central
over the weekend was fourth
man .Hyink. Over the Whitworth
and three WSU tournament
matches the Yakima !!lenior
compiled a 6-2 win-loss record,
including winning three of four
singles and a like number of
doubles.
Hyink's pairs partner; Whitney, another Yakima senior, was
next best with a 5-3 mark. Irving,
a hometown junior, had the same
record and Rapp, a Chehalis
junior, had a .500 mark.
It was a long, hard weekend
for the Wildcats' top two men
who had to square off against the
best of some fine teams. Both
Van Amburg and Scholz finished
below the .500 mark and had
their doubles string rudely
snapped.
Central's netters take to their
more friendly home courts today
at 2 p.m. in a match against the
University of Puget Sound.
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Baseballers beaten
by Rod Wilkins
sports editor

Central's hold on first place in
the Evergreen Conference came
to an abrupt halt last Saturday as
the Wildcats dropped two games
to Eastern Oregon College,
losing 6-4 and 4-2. The Wildcats
other game against Eastern
Oregon on Friday ended in a tie
after 14 innings because of
darkness.
The game will apparently not
be completed because under
league rules, there are no
provisions for rainouts or · ties.
The double victory by EOC
moved them into sole possession
of first place, a full game ahead of
Central.
In the opener on Saturday, the
'Cats Bob Utecht (4-3) pitched a
strong three-hitter but walks and
errors proved disasterous for the
tall rugged right-hander. The
Mountaineers scored four runs in
the third on a pair of Central
errors, a hit batsman, and Tim'
Labrousse's single for one run, a
RBI single by Tim Faville, and
two runs scoring on Elton
Bergman's sacrifice fly and a
subsequent overthrow from the
outfield after the catch.
Central bounced back to tie the
count at four apiece in the fourth
after two were out. Greg Kalian
doubled and John Basich singled.
Kalian then scored on an EOC
error and then Bill Melton
doubled in two more runs and
Buddy Fish, the 'Cats leading
hitter, singled in the last run.
The Mountaineers then wrapped the game up with two runs in
the sixth to bury the 'Cats. Two
walks, a double by Labrousse
and a squeeze bunt accounted for
the two runs.
In the nightcap, the 'Cats got
on the scoreboard quickly as they
scored two runs in the first
inning without even getting a hit.
Bob. Kelley, Dave Hopkes, and
Jim Kalian. drew walks and
Kelley and Hopkes came home·
when Greg Kalian's grounder to
the ~hortstop was booted..
EOC got both runs back in its

UIFUMIGATED
BAIAIAS
Allow to ripen
by their own
biological clock

Losing pitcher Tom Poier
pitched a strong six hitter but
lack of clutch hitting and faulty
fielding proved to his downfall.
In · Friday's tie game, Wildcat
pitcher Don Ward hurled all 14
innings, striking out ten batter
and shutting out EOC for the last
eight innings, even though the
Mountaineers stranded 14 baserunners.
EOC pitcher Larry Mitts also
went the distance striking out
only five and being in trouble
most of the game. Central got 11
hits off Mitts but stranded 16
runners.
EOC scored first in the second
inning with Nelson singling,
being sacrificed to second and
moving to third on a single and
scoring on a Wildeat error.
Central went ahead in the fifth
with its two runs to take the
lead. Basich singled, went to
second on a wild pitch, and to
third on a fly to right field, and
scoring when the throw to third
base was overthrown.
Utecht then followed with
another single and moved to
third on a pari of wild pitches,
scoring on another Mountaineer
error.
EOC tied the score in the sixth
as Bill Burnes singled, was
sacrificed to second, went to
third on another hit and scored
on Bell's single.
The 'Cats return to EvCo
action th~s weekend as they
travel to Ashland, Ore. to take on
Southern Oregon in a three-game
series on Friday and Saturday.
dlllll!mDlft?lt'.~~~ll!
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Evergreen Conference
Standings
WL
62
Eastern Oregon
5 3
Central Washington
Western Washington 64
Eastern Washington
46
34J·
Southern Oregon
46
Oregon College
36
Oreg.o n Te_ch.
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Superior TASTE

Valler ·SpecialfJ
Foods
,·111 ~- 6tlt

half of the inning on Nick
Nelson's two run double. In the
fourth the Mountaineers scored
what proved to be the winning
run when Bill Bell singled in an
EOC baserunner · after he had
gotten on base following a 'Cat
error.

' 925-250:»

1988(

Your Crier is recyclable. So
are bottles ~d aluminum cans.
The Central Recycling Center is
in garage #11, in the alley
between Anderson and Sampson,
just off Sixth Ave.

FOR MOVING OR FURNITURE STORAGE
Call•••

'BSIUNS

Ellensburg Transfer Co.
ALL YOU CAN DRINK
FREE Pool
in afternoons

~

~

Trailer Rental

925-2800
407 W. 4th \ve.
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Women's track team third

by Jay Page
sports writer
The women's varsity track
team placed a solid third as they
hosted an eight team field
Saturday. Western won the meet
totaling 105 points followed by
the University of Washington 88,
Central 78, Eastern 67, Washington State University 45,
Whitworth 35, Yakima Valley
College 26 and Seattle University 0.
About 100 partisan fans and
family watched the Kittens. capture two first place finishes,
qualify two girls for district and
nationals and shatter one Northwest District record.
Bobbie Catron's 115' discus
heave not only took first place,
but also qualified her for district
and national competition. Sheryl
Barraldle placed fourth for the
Kittens with a 94' 7" effort.
Melanie Kiehn bettered the
Northwest District long jump
record by 31/2" when she jumped

Kittens win
home match

QUALIFING TOSS
Centrals Cary Burrell lets loose with
her best throw of the year in last
Saturday's home track meet.
Burrell's throw went 139 feet, 10

inches to qualify her for the
national tournament May 12 in
Haywood, Calif.
(photo by Chang P. Jay)

Basketball hopefuls e n r0 II
Four basketball players have
enrolled or will be enrolling
shortly to Central Washington to
play basketball next season.
Leading the candidates will be
junior guard Pat Rogers who
was a guard with the Washington State University basketball
team this past season. Rogers
will be eligible to play in the
1974-75 basketball season coach
Dean Nicholson reported.
The 6-1 three-year Cougar,
brother of Ellensburg High
School assistant football coach
Steve Rogers , started for the
Cougars as a sophomore, but saw
mostly reserve duty during the
past season under New WSU
basketball coach, G:eorge Raveling.
Rogers · said he wished to
leave the WSU team because of a
conflict of "basketball philosophies" he had with the Cougar
coach. .Rogers was recently
quoted as saying; "I'm sure coach
Raveling will be a winner there,
but we didn't share the same
philosophy and it was hard to do
something I didn't believe in."

Also transfering to Central
will be Ned Delmore a 6-4 former
University of Puget Sound leading scorer two seasons ago and
will play for Central next year.
Delmore sat out this past
season after being voted off the
Logger squad for refusing to_
conform to the teams hair length
standard.
Also planning to play for
Nicholson next season are 6-3
~uard Mike Mann and 5-11 guard
Jim Christian, both are juniors.
Mann played frosh basketball at
Washington State University
two seasons ago before transferring to Clark Community
College last year.
Christian, an Air Force Veteran from Sacramento, Calif. has
playe'd at American River
Community College in Sacramento.

The women's varsity tennis
team won its second straight
match last Saturday as they
defeated the University of Wash
ington 3-2 in a shortened five
game set.
The Kittens were scheduled to
play two other matches 1st
weekend against the University
of Idaho and Washington State
University but both were .cancelled due to bad weather.
"I called both teams and
cancelled the match because the
wind was blo~ing to hard to
compete," said Coach Pat Lacey.
Washington's Sue Goesling
started the match off by beating
Central's Paula Williams 6-0, 6-2.
But the Kittens came right back
to win the next three matches to
wrap up the match.
Patsy Bacon started the comeback as she beat Joane James
6-3, 6-3. Diane Russell then
defeated Sue Smith in a very
close match, 6-4, 4-6, 6-1. The
doubles tandem of Sue Yaden
and Marsha Gulla wrapped up
the vistory as they defeated
Washington's Joleen Kelleher
and Diane Prigge, 6-1, 6-2.
Washington took the last
match as Lou Ann Luehrs and
Suzie Eitels defeated Margie
Longino and Gerry Nagel, 7-5,
6-3.
.
The Kittens return to action
this Wednesday as they host
Columbia Basin College at 3 p.m.

\
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RECORD JUMP
Melanie
Kiehn of Central's women's track
te~m seems to be flying through
the air in last Saturday's meet.
Ms. Kiehn won the event as she

set a Northwest District record
winning with a leap of 18 feet,
3 1/2 inches.
·
(photo by Chang P. Jay)

WE REPAIR VWs
PALO'S,.
2nd & Main
Ph. 925-2055

FREE CAR WASH.
With 10 Gallon

THE GLORY Of GOD
Raha'u'llah is the latest in the succession of Divine
Messengers sent by God since the beginning of
man's existence. He is the Promised One
of all religions. His coming ushers in the Age of
Fulfillment mentioned in all the prophecies
of the past. Ba~a'u'llah brings God's Plan
for world peace, world justice and world unity.
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Yakima

Barraldle took third with a 31' 9"
put. Close behind in fifth place
was Ms. Catron with her best put
of 30' 5".
Eilleen Trudgeon was one
tenth of a second off her best
time in the mile run. She took a
4".
The team also earned a nation- fourth place finish at 7:28.1. Ms.
al berth in the 100 yard dash. Trudgeon also placed fourth in
Marie Sather ws timed at 12 the 3,000 meter run covering the
course in 16:22 seconds.
seconds flat.
Two of the Northwest's preThe 4 x 110 relay team was
mier women javelin tossers edged at the wire and settled for
collided Saturday. Central's Cary second with a 54.9 clocking. The
Burrell, whose 133' 3" nationally _ medley relay team also earned
competitive mark, set April 7, points by placing fourth at 2:07.5.
was matched against Western's "We had trouble with our hand
veteran, Sue Stripling. Saturday, offs, it is something we will be
Ms. Burrell bettered her old working on this week," commark by more than six feet, mented Coach Jan Boyungs.
throwing 139' 10". The record Both relay teams have qualified
throw wasn't good enough for for district.
Saturday the Kittens will be in
first after Ms.Stripling let loose a
"toss" of 145' 8". This looks to be Parkland to participate in the
a match-up that won't be settled Pacific Luthern University Inviuntil the last throw at naitonals. tational. Teams from Seattle
The one-two punch of Sheryl Pacific College, Western WashBarraldle and Bobbie Catron ington State, the University of
earned the team points in the Puget Sound, and the University
shot put event. One foot off last of Washington are expected to be
wees's sixth place toss, Ms. on hand.

18' 3 1/2 ". Ms. Kiehn, who took
first with a jump of 16' 11' in last
week's UW Invitational, seems
to be improving with each meet.
Senior Chris Venemon placed
fifth for the Kittens jumping 13'
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925-5495

Ql~P.O.Box513 ELLENSBURG

Purchase Of
Texaco QualilJ Gasol,ine

ROBO CAR WASH
2nd I Pine

The chances of your
rent, food, and utilities costing
the same next fall? ·

.•.. about the same as the
odds on -an ice cube in hell!
And those ru;en 't particularly good odds.
In fact, they're lousy odds to be risking what
little money most students have to get them
through a year of college . .
But you can beat the odds.
And we can help.
· · Our New Rate Concept guarantees you
·· that as long as you live in the same type of
campus housing ...it'll never cost you one
· red cent moi:e. *
.
In a way, ·we 're still back in Phase I economics. The rates for room and board (and
student apartments) are frozen for students
who are currently living in one of the various
types of campus housing and plan to continue

living there next year.
If you're not living on campus .n ow, it's
still not too late to move on this quarter
and save yourself a bundle next year.
' . Give .us a call at 963-1831 or drop by
the Housing Office in Room 205 Barge Hall.
·. We'll do all we can to help you beat the
high·cost of living.
The New Rate Concept
and the end of inflation . . .
just one more of the little
things we're doing to make
Housiq
yo~ home here a little nicer
place to live ...and a lot cheaper!.

*THE NEW RATE CONCEPT DOES NOT NOT APPLY TO SUMMER QUARTER
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